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By popular demand, Doreen Virtue has created a beautiful deck of cards based on her best-selling

book Archangels & Ascended Masters. The deck includes gorgeous paintings of 44 male and

female cross-cultural deities, such as Ganesha, Merlin, Saint-Germain, Apollo, Pallas Athena, White

Buffalo Calf Woman, Jesus, Moses, Yogananda, Green Man, and Kuthumi. The enclosed

guidebook gives expanded explanations of each cardâ€™s meaning, and a brief history of each

ascended master. As with each of Doreenâ€™s oracle-card decks, the messages for each card are

positive, accurate, and life-affirming.
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'Doreen Virtue is the undisputed queen of angel scene' The Bookseller 'A West Coast Goddess' -

Saturday Telegraph Magazine

Doreen Virtue, Ph.D., is a spiritual psychologist who works with the angelic realm, including the

fairies. She is the bestselling author of many books, cards and audiocassettes, with sales of over

1M copies!

I own 12 of Doreen's oracle and tarot decks so, obviously, I enjoy her work. What I enjoy about

these particular cards is that they made me want to investigate the people and the stories they were

based on in more depth. Anything that sparks the desire to learn more is a good thing in my opinion.



With very few exceptions, most of them were ordinary people just like you and me, who were on a

spiritual journey. They came from a variety of religious backgrounds, and a great variety of cultures

who, ultimately, sought the same thing...to serve God and humanity. They definitely had their own

ways of attaining that end which does not invalidate any of them.The artwork is very pleasing and in

some cases (the Maitraya card) quite playful. The card stock is of decent quality and the edges are

gilded gold. In my opinion, they are easy to shuffle but I am a tall woman so I have longer than

average hands. Someone with very petite hands may not share my opinion. Each card has one

word at the top and the name of the ascended master at the bottom. If you are in touch with and

trust your intuition, the single word should be more than adequate in readings. That being said, the

guidebook is still worth reading as it offers more information about the master on each card. (It was

this portion that made me want more information :)).If you are open to learning about a variety of

spiritual people from a variety of cultures while performing accurate readings, this is a great deck. I

hope you find this review useful.

I was really skeptical about this whole oracle card thing and vibrations, law of attraction, but at the

urging of a friend I bought these, more for fun than practical purposes. Well, my jaw dropped after

the first reading. The cards and the explanation in the book was dead on. Luck I thought. So I tried it

again the next day, two days later and so on for over a week.I really found the cards to be accurate.

Not always spot on but consistently useful and at time insistent. I drew Meditation in 4 out of 7

readings. I had my husband shuffle, fanned the cards out and tried every way I could to create

variables. I wanted to prove the cards wrong. Nope it obviously was not going to happen.So I am a

skeptic no more. Do I understand how they work? Nope. But they are a tool in my tool box for self

improvement.

I love these cards! I am a newbie when it comes to using tarot and this was the first deck I

purchased. I loved them so much that I bought 4 of my loved ones a deck also. I love to share

messages from the Masters with people and everyone I have shown love them as well. These cards

have a really good energy and I feel like they really pick up people's moods. These cards know me

so well and they always tell me exactly what I need.The pictures are lovely and I like the quality of

the cards. They are thick and lined with gold. The book that it comes with explains what the card

means, possible solutions, and a quick background of each of the Masters and what you can call on

them for.Give them a try!



I have lot's of her decks, this one feels little cheaper and cards not as thick as the others. This why 4

stars. I only notice cause I have other decks of hers. Overall not bad.

great buy!

This is great and I love it!!! It's affordable and quality is awesome!! I bought 4 sets of this. Thanks

and God bless

These are such gorgeous cards and extremely accurate. I love them!

Enjoyed the book and very well written
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